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ABSTRACT: The history of museums could get inspired on the procedures of material studies and of Anthropology in order to take a new stand and move away from the institutional approach and consider the approach of objects traditionally labelled as museum objects. The so-called “museum pieces” are supposed to have a number of characteristics, particularly some great historical and artistic qualities, sometimes an heritage quality, but above all the ability to make “friends” around the community or around the world. In all these respects, it is proposed here a number of research procedures that may supplement or enrich the directions usually assigned to the history of institutions.


RESUMO: A história dos museus poderia se inspirar nos caminhos dos material studies e da antropologia para rever seus pontos de vista, e passar do ponto de vista da instituição para aquele dos objetos tradicionalmente qualificados como objetos de museu. A definição desses objetos evoca um certo número de características, sua qualidade, particularmente a qualidade histórica e artística, ou ainda patrimonial, a capacidade de suscitar “amigos” em torno deles, enfim, sua utilidade pública. Sob todos esses aspectos, propõe-se aqui uma série de caminhos de pesquisa que podem completar ou enriquecer a direção que normalmente se dá à história das instituições.


RÉSUMÉ: L’histoire des musées pourrait s’inspirer de la démarche des material studies et de l’anthropologie pour réviser son point de vue, et passer de celui de l’institution à celui des objets qualifiés traditionnellement d’objets de musée. Leur définition évoque uncertain nombre de traits, la qualité, en particulier historique et artistique, ou encore patrimoniale, la capacité à susciter autour d’eux des “amis”, enfin l’utilité publique. Sous tous ces aspects, on propose ici une série de démarches de recherche susceptibles de compléter ou d’enrichir la conduite habituelle d’une histoire des établissements.

The museum as a European invention was considered a model for the world, at the very least since the foundation of the first professional museum association (the Museums Association, 1889) but also in the overview publications of the beginning of the twentieth century. The museum is today experiencing a worldwide expansion of both its cosmopolitan and universal version but also as an institution for the promotion and claim to particular cultural identities. This phenomenon is such that beyond confrontations concerned with particular types of objects or museological philosophies, the most remarkable observation is this seemingly general triumph of a particular status that is at once, legal, scholarly, technical and public, and which is that of the so-called “museum piece”, that is an object of a peculiar quality.

An underlying principle of museums has always been division: they demarcate a space from that of normal uses, but we know that the social life of things does not end when objects enter the museum. In the name of the interests of participative communities, of adaptative reuses, for example, some interpreters of museology today want to take the objects and images outside the museums. But we need to think about the possibility of a third space that crosses over from each side of this apparent divide, and which is the expression of a certain agency of objects. One famous example of the work – and even defence – about these borders between the museum and the society can be found in the work by Bruno Latour to use the exhibition as a fair, as a space for an assembly of assemblies, and tangible presentations of the public affairs. “Scientific laboratories, technical institutions, marketplaces, churches and temples, financial trading rooms, Internet forums, ecological disputes – without forgetting the very shape of the museum inside which we gather all those membrandisjecta – are just some of the forums and agoras in which we speak, vote, decide, are decided upon, prove, are being convinced”.

We must challenge some of the totalizing narratives about the history of museums, and especially the binary logic of their interpretation as spaces of social control or as temples and cathedrals, using more diverse categories about the moral economy of “precious” things. We must deal with the appropriation of objects that are qualified as “museum pieces”. This is a process at work in defining objects held to be precious and used in the expression of claims to and the management of public property. The cognitive and emotional attachments that developed through the contact with these museum pieces is in fact essential – be they real and physical or through other media that extend the impact of the establishment. Thinking in this way about how museums negotiate their cultural authority would contribute to opening up new directions of research in museums and material culture history, associated with the definition of the state, civil society and public space.

Histories and Traditions

A majority of museum histories take on the form of portraits dedicated to individual institutions constructed in national contexts, with the exception perhaps of the study of museum origins and early beginnings, which have been the object of

collective studies that bear witness to the cosmopolitan nature of the Enlightenment. The museum’s own memory, generally commemorative, aims to produce either an overall study dedicated to its architecture or to the history of the growth of its collections, or to provide a dictionary of people and places.

Thus museum history has been dominated by an approach dedicated either to the history of the collections or to the topography and organisation of the display spaces (this approach is perhaps best exemplified by Aulanier’s monumental work on the Louvre).

Museums have also provided the focal point for a history of disciplinary developments, as the institutions were regularly described as the homeland of certain fields of study intimately related to material culture. Germain Bazin provided a study of the birth of art history intimately bound up with the emergence of the museum. The analyses of nineteenth-century visual culture that dates back to the 1970s renewed these approaches, notable the seminal work by Richard Altick, The Shows of London dealing with the spectacles in the early-nineteenth-century capital, which included panoramas, waxworks, and human showcases.

Since then, a crucial idea stated that museums were founded to achieve political and social objectives - to influence the moral and intellectual conduct of the citizen and to provide declarations of national identity as assertions of certain views of history or culture. James Sheehan argues that “among the significant artifacts that museums contain are the intellectual, institutional, and architectural traces of their own history, residues of their own past”. Museums were monuments to their age, producing “master narratives” of liberal reform and urban government, and following the trends of democratization. Enquiries into the nationalization or institutionalization of culture found museums to be ideal sites for understanding the institutional politics of nationalism. Carol Duncan’s and Allan Wallach’s influential essay described museum-going as a civic ritual that naturalized the democratic nation-state. Every major public collection during the nineteenth century tried to keep a balance “between a museum, like the British Museum, where specimens are put together to reveal a progression or a pattern, and a gallery, where the individual work of art is meant to be seen and enjoyed on its own.”

Most narratives about the history of museums describe it either as a logical process of progressive democratization (the passage from places of privileged access to generalized access) or as spaces of social control specific to the development of liberal government according to a post-Foucauldian perspective, or lastly as the cultural model, the museum temple of universal art which supposedly led naturally to Europe’s domination of art history and heritage consciousness in the 21st century. In a field of study that is by nature multidisciplinary, at the crossroads of cultural and material studies, developing along theoretical lines provided by the social sciences and humanities, the historian’s response has been to undertake a selection of those studies that appear to satisfy the objectives of his own discipline, leaving aside the others.

But instead of the one-sided view of institutional success, another approach consists of considering the interaction between museum objects and their...
“friends”. The subject of analysis would be the complex process that has been central to the social life of things over the last two centuries, an acculturation of the museum by society as it developed a literacy of museums and exhibitions.\textsuperscript{22} The museum thus transpires to be a site of legal innovation and cultural creativity, of pride in community and nation, between social consumption, leisure, and, of course, politics – according to the role it played between high art and legitimacy, for example.\textsuperscript{23}

What is at stake here is to write a history not of the institution of the museum, but of the museum object that takes into account the most recent approaches in the sociology of objects. Over the past two decades the recognition and rise of material studies and consumption studies, the anthropology of the material world or the material history of art have focused on questions related to how objects mediate social relationships — ultimately how inanimate objects can be read as having a form of subjectivity and agency of their own, in a kind of “methodological fetishism” as Arjun Appadurai coined it.\textsuperscript{24} The idea of an agency as Alfred Gell imagined it has been immensely successful in the anthropology of art, even if its denial of any reception theory is problematic.\textsuperscript{25} This dimension invites us to try to understand and analyze the productions of artefacts as well as the mutations related to different uses and contexts.\textsuperscript{26} Finally, a whole new current has begun to deal with the construction of spaces of international exchange created by the circulation of objects, things, merchandise and notably the transatlantic business of works of art.\textsuperscript{27} In brief, the question of the utility of the museum by considering “things that speak” is a fruitful theme in material studies today, that needs to be adapted to the question of the display of specific types of objects.\textsuperscript{28}

At the heart of this kind of project are the interactions between museum objects and their different publics or societies: there are those who invest time and money and use these activities to express ideals and life aims but there are also those who seek out the museum and its objects for study or for leisure.\textsuperscript{29} More generally, museums are not only “material assemblages but also social collections”.\textsuperscript{30} They may be considered to bear witness to a European cultural landscape that is characterized by the intensity and the changing modes of a specific kind of material culture. The aim is to avoid two stumbling blocks: that of the art historian who has traditionally implicitly accepted the autonomy of the artwork and ignored “the power of display”\textsuperscript{31} and an approach that gives credence to the “myth of the precedence of things”\textsuperscript{32} in relation to “ideas, theories, words”. In order to achieve this, we need to locate the discourses and narratives that crystallise around the reference to objects, without losing sight of their material nature.\textsuperscript{33}

Negotiating Values, Possession and Knowledge

The museum world is dominated today by the heated debates on issues of heritage and the ownership of culture: who can legitimately claim to own a great work of art - an individual proprietor, a culture, the nation, or humanity? How do
the different actors and consumers involved use objects to elaborate their identities? It was Margaret Mead who first expressed the idea that in order to understand a society’s culture it is helpful to consider the “sort of biography it regards as embodying a successful social career.” 34 Igor Kopytoff has suggested applying the same reasoning to the “biographies of things”. More specifically, Kopytoff focuses on the cultural process of commoditization of objects – he wants to study which objects can appropriately be characterized as a commodity and which cannot, and how the constitution of this dichotomy operates within a moral economy. The cultural valuation of objects creates individual- and group-specific ordering of spheres of exchange based on what is socially appropriate and morally advisable. This new culture of the museum was orchestrated by connoisseurship and by the scholarly discourses of the cultivated in the name of the relationship between the ideal life of an object and the ideal life of a person.

The expression “museum piece”, though attached to a plurality of meanings in different European languages, preserves a normative core. This construction of the museum piece is an essential aspect of the procedures and practices that define the institution from an anthropological perspective. Even though work using such an approach may still be in a sense controversial and debated35, an appreciation of the world of the museum should greatly profit from their perspectives on the social role of material culture. We must understand the system of singularization that places a certain number of objects outside of the normal commoditization process (a process that nevertheless served to evaluate them initially) and transforms them into museum pieces, even in a close relationship with the commercial world.36 This is part of what can be called the Musealization Complex, at the heart of an “expanding chaos of images, commodities and stimulations”37 that characterized the culture of objects and multiplication of visual imagery from the nineteenth century onwards.

Whilst analyses abound on the status and history of ‘curiosities’, archives or master pieces as much from the perspective of the history of ideas38 or from that of the social sciences – considering professional expertise or fakes39 – no study has ever been dedicated to the situation and representation of the museum-piece. The historian’s perspective considers the museum piece as another element of the visual representation of the state, such as flags, emblems, monuments, banknotes and stamps, which of course tends to neglect its specificity. On the other hand, art historians extract it from its physical site and display to only consider aesthetic or scholarly value, by developing a discussion of what appears as its intrinsic qualities, to the detriment of an appreciation of different strategies of interpretation related to its use in exhibition practices. Finally, museum studies literature is mainly dedicated to the social history of the museum institution itself, and not the objects it contains – even though certain typologies of the multiple kinds of agency expressed in the complex long-term historical processes that contribute to museum collections have been published, often in an archaeological perspective.40 In the museum, pieces can appear as “clever” or dumb objects.41
obviously the institution may fail to recognize the true quality, but it always interprets the object in the Danto’s sense of a "transfiguration of the commonplace". 42

Beyond the permanent character of museum ownership, how do museums act as “temporary stabilizers” 43 of heritage and its related communities as performed in temporary exhibits? In the singularization process that sanctions the entry of objects into the museum the rationale of these processes must be considered as the intertwined result of institutional history and the biographies of various actors – curators, donors, merchants. 44 It is necessary to locate in these texts the vocabulary, formulas and expressions that express notions related to the opposition between private and public property, ideas of quality and public utility: in other words the recognition of a moral economy related to these objects.

In general, the atlas of European museums is characterized by a kind of static image of these institutions, despite the fact that in reality they are anything but. One can in fact observe considerable circulation of museum property in a system of exchange of temporary appropriations. An enquiry into the circulation of objects organized by museums at different levels and according to different objectives needs to be carried out as they provide important keys to understanding the classification, appreciation and the attribution of importance to objects.

The circulation of objects related to some great events such as wars, looting or political turnmoils has given rise to a specific discourse justifying their displacement, expressing the cultural importance that is attributed to these European “grand tours” of the objects, that include capitals and major cities but also may offer a temporary presence in more peripheral zones. Inversely, certain objects are excluded from any loan system, endowing them with specific distinction, as they are considered as attached to the site of their conservation. The displacement of objects from colonial settings provides another context for the definition of a hierarchy of objects to be saved. 45 Lastly comes the question of restitutions, after wars or in the post-colonial context, but also of object loans. The political and legal discourses, but also in certain cases the religious considerations related to these cases, can lead these restitutions to be accompanied by specific rituals, that are important subjects for the history of values of appropriation.

On the horizon of these analysis one can examine the limits of the museum’s control of certain objects, certain icons or some pieces related to more local attachments; they make it apparent when the museum is too large, too vast to deal with the claims of local attachment or on the contrary too small for it to play in a global network of influence. We need to inventory elements of the answers to these paradoxes and these limits of the museums, according to ever changing frontiers, without indulging in the endlessly antagonistic issues related to restitution debates.

The traditional corollary of any attachment to objects, of the success of any museum piece, is the production of copies, present since the invention of a long series of different reproduction techniques. The copy has always occupied an important role in the art museum, in schools and art academies across Europe, as it
has in the birth and development of art history, but it functions also as a heterotopia of the museum: as a compensation for immovability and regulation. In parallel, a more banal kind of commercial reproduction was developed such as the reproduction of medieval furniture from Cluny that was sold throughout nineteenth-century Paris. New graphic techniques, the legal development of copyright, and the rise of the art market and art publishing resulted in a wide distribution of printed reproductions to the general public during the second half of nineteenth century. Such phenomena are the clearest illustration of the idea that in the analysis of a public collection the important point is to capture things “less in as much as they crystallize the extent of work or energy and more in as much as they multiply it”. For indeed the list of reproductions distributed at different levels across Europe provide a map of the cosmopolitan force of the museum piece, as one takes into account the hostility – or reverence – manifested in relation to certain “national” objects inside of transnational collections. In a certain sense, the sale of copies of museum pieces illustrates how the museum diffused a set of values, and for example a set of images of domesticity, family, patriotism, that are comparable to other processes. One must look at museum objects not in the elitist view that considers only the museum as a muse, but as part of a larger world of precious objects, for which it has become the modern reference, one whose power enjoys increasing hegemony.

We know that the development of expertise is inseparable from processes of collecting. According to the perspectives developed by anthropologists and cultural critics inanimate objects take on life through their interpretation - notably, in our culture, as they are collected and housed in museums: “An object becomes interpretable only in the context of a ‘society of friends’”. Museum objects have been interpreted in an inseparable manner by those amateurs, such as private collectors or the art market professionals, and by those who are often perceived as their enemies or rivals: the curators of the museum – yet all of them in fact claim to be “friend” of these objects. We need to know better here the educational modalities and the curricula offered to those seeking to work in the museum world as curators or conservators, be it the École du Louvre (1882) the Museums Association (1889), the Reinwardt Academy or the multitude of important centers for museology that now exist. There is a circulation of models of expertise in the conservation and display of objects – models that were more or less inspired by disciplines related to the establishment of museums, to the market, to universities or to “civic laboratories”. Particular attention must be paid to the elaboration of strategies designed to make the objects more useful for the public, i.e. the “lessons of things” in the tradition of Pestalozzi, the application of intuitive methods right up to the elaboration of public policies set out to promote the benefits of museum collections.

The literature produced by collectors and curators (and not only by declared museophobes) has over time come to build an apparently inverted imaginary of the museum, which is in reality quite complementary to its official issues related to education. That of the museum as an expression of the refusal of knowledge...
and pedagogy, a space expressing values of intimacy and shows of expenditure, often in reference to a golden age of curiosity, all for the pleasure of satisfying taste.57 Here one might refer to Anthony Smith’s reflections on how golden ages come to be established in collective representation.58 The praise (and critic) that antagonistic forms of developing museum pedagogy receive in the second half of the nineteenth century might be a correlated to those reactionary collections dedicated to the memory of defeats (such as the nostalgic collection of elements related to the french ancien régime), but also the result of collection engagement that finds itself deprived of meaning by the opening of museums such as was the case in Germany59 and doubtlessly also in Italy after national unification. Going beyond the role of objects within the realm of education, one need to take into account the production of a discourse that defines those liminal senses of place, those examples of crisis where an object’s “meaning” seems to be erased somewhere between being thrown away and placed in a museum. We have yet some various researches conducted in the literary field60 but we need to apply them in a different way. Because, contrary to the preconceived notion that the modern museum unified and harmonized a variety of practices, “crystallising and incorporating what formerly appeared to be a certain number of disparate activities”61, the last two centuries informal processes and private concerns consistently crossed paths with professional museum practice and its actors.

The trajectories of museum objects

Some museum objects can be qualified as frontier objects, to employ the vocabulary used in the sociology of science, in as much as they refer to different communities of interpretation. The most obvious way of getting at this question is the definition of objects representing national identity, as can be analyzed in the case of collections established as the result of conflict with the aim of learning lessons from the past in a proactive manner.62 A museum specifically dedicated to the history of conflict in Europe such as the museum of the Bibliothèque de documentation internationale contemporaine at the Invalides in Paris, or the many Museum Memorials throughout Europe, locate national objects in as much as they are placed in an explicit parallel with those of the other – the enemy or the ally. In such museums dedicated to historical criminality one might ask oneself to what extent the explicitly pedagogical and commemorative ambition defined the type of objects collected – and how it is used either to maintain hatred of the enemy, to consolidate an imaginary community of resistance, or to make a universal statement for peace. An opposing case is that of museum objects that are supposed to provoke a sense of communion or at the least respect for the past and its actors; such as those relics and traces left behind by celebrated figures, great men in house museums turned into sanctuaries.63 A consciousness of the gendered issues of these collections is here important, and also their possible relation to the collecting by children.64 By analyzing the status of the museum-piece according to such vectors, implies thinking about the
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reception of objects in sentimental terms and as an education in visual literacy: one may contribute to the history of emotions by asking, for example, what it might mean to cry in the museum. Eventually, the relation to the museum object is far from being a singular, isolated face to face. In fact the relation to objects in museums is more akin to a kind of nomadic narrative, as the visit to a museum always includes a journey, that may be accompanied by moments of fatigue and apathy but also and more so by emotions related to identity and attachment.

The question of the entry of objects into museums more or less explicitly asks about a rupture or specific phase in the long life of images and objects: the history of the museum was for a long time understood according to the glorifying logics of collectionism or on the contrary as a narrative of reparation in relation to objects unduly seized and assembled. Today the perspective is more dialectical, one between “Possessors” and “Possessed” objects. The museum appears as the “home” of art and knowledge, a place that is experienced as one passes through it: it valorizes the liberal culture of the right to property as the ideological basis of society’s political system but also the visible manifestation of the democratic access to pleasure and knowledge.

The history of the movement of works between different owners and through different types of collections provides the starting point from which to begin any examination of the constitution of a culture taking possession and ownership. The gesture of legacies and donations to public museum appears often through the texts that refuse or contest the principal of the public institution in the name of antagonistic values that are in reality complementary.

The contradictions between the meaning of an object in its environment and its place in the development of institutions such as the museum that become the ideal depository and shelter of all artistic industries, clearly became apparent at the same time as the development of nationalism in the first third of the nineteenth century – even if its premises were visible earlier, as in the case of the collections of the Italian peninsula, that were being heavily bought up by foreigners, especially British collectors. Discussions related to property and legitimacy were central in the formation of a new collective culture of ancient art, considered as a heritage of useful models for national schools of art, as much as for the progress of knowledge. An especially sensitive issue was that of the legitimacy of the artistic conquests, assembled in France’s museums, in the name of liberty; whilst at the British Museum, the debates surrounding the acquisition of the Elgin marble expressed claims of the legitimate right to own this heritage of Greek freedom, arguing for it as the natural destination of an art whose inspiration was to revitalize British artistic production.

As an institution, the new museum of the nineteenth century was the vessel of international rivalry – built to avoid the dispersal of the nation’s heritage, it was also at the heart of an international race to unite the greatest new collections, in particular on the archaeological front.

The analysis of such debates needs to take into account the history of those philanthropists and patrons who, in a number of cases, hoped to gain in

---

respectability by contributing to the growth of public collections.\textsuperscript{70} It also needs to include the history of those social reformers who pleaded in favour of the positive values of the museum as a place that allowed visitor to be inspired by most elevated ideals. However, the affirmation of the museum’s value was questioned by different members of the public such as those collectors who felt that the social life of the object was endangered by the museum piece status, and who considered their private appropriations as superior.\textsuperscript{71} A critic of the institution was also a subject for economists, philosophers and political scientists participating in public debates that began to take place in the nineteenth century, considering the uses and abuses of museums. These debates relate the museum to questions of political theory, to the notions of individualism and liberalism, philanthropy and the role of public institutions.

The history of the ties between princely, national and state property and the private possessions of collectors reflects via the question of art, the state and its attachment to its heritage, important confrontations in terms of social legitimacy. Specifically after the French Revolution, the collector’s \textit{bric-à-brac} became the only way of accessing a bygone time, of holding on to a memory that was contrary to the interests of official history writing. More generally speaking, throughout the nineteenth century, the relationship between public and private property progressively defined liberal ideology (the demonstration by Bailkin for the english case is eloquent\textsuperscript{72}). The status of the collector or amateur was also progressively determined, as a reference to a particular sensibility, to forms of attachment, though related to a long tradition of collecting that took on a new tonality.

The testament of the amateur Edmond de Goncourt constitutes an archetype of the discourses that express a rejection of the museum principal by affirming that possession is the most intimate relationship that one can entertain with an object. But in fact the circulation of practice from the private to the public sphere is a key element to understanding the culture of museums. Generally speaking, the activity of philanthropists in the development of the museum, whether desirous of benefiting from greater respectability or driven by other motives, reveals the permeability between the action of collectors and the curators of public museums, who often share ties of friendship (be they of an interested nature) meeting in the sales room of the auctioneer as much as in the rooms of the museum itself, publishing and reading the same literature. In certain respects these ties can be considered as signs of the unclear lines that separated leisure and professional activities at this time.

Whilst the role of the museum as a space of political control of liberal economy can clearly be shown to be played out in the “exhibitionary complex” that it incarnates, the question of its relationship to property rights and to their representations, or to the “social life of objects”\textsuperscript{73} appears as far less obvious to resolve.\textsuperscript{74} For example, the curator could chose a mode of display that was a reference to the private sphere, through the development of period rooms whose objective was to provide the illusion of a space elsewhere in another time.
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The Use and Abuse of the Museum

The evolution of the philosophy of the museum in the course of the nineteenth and twentieth century is very much bound up with provision of specific dispositions for the benefit of the visitor, in as much as they illustrate its objectives of moral persuasion and control of the body. The history of the institution of course involves those debates on the morality and utility of the museum, on its contribution to social well-being and self-accomplishment. The discourse on the museum has strong political implications, as has been shown in Britain with the question of municipal investments and the professionalization of curators. The title of the famous article published in 1883 by the English philosopher and economist, W. Stanley Jevons, *The Use and Abuse of Museums*, shows the emergence of a collective interrogation concerning the economy of culture as related to political science and to organisational theory. The discussion concerning the legitimate use and the excessive development of museums was also lively in France, as can be seen during the period of the reorganization of the national museum network around 1945, especially in the writings of Georges Salles.

Another aspect of the “abuse” of museums is the excess of mobility of their collections. The formation of ephemeral collections has been reconfiguring the value of objects from the very beginning of such events (in 1857, Manchester) and at different levels, the most obvious being the recent creation of the so-called “Bizot Group” or the “lending for Europe” project that aims to facilitate museum object mobility. The manner of installation and display of objects on these occasions modifies the status and image of museums: their circulation *de facto* reinforces the hierarchy of institutions. Their resources and their consequent capacity to participate in these exchanges define them as the partners and rivals of other institutions. These “ephemeral museums” have a great role since the end of the nineteenth century in giving museums objects greater visibility, all the while remaining invisible as a terrain for scholarly enquiry.

The status of this mobile property, considered from the point of view of a selection of major national museums on the one hand and from a selection of specialized exhibitions dealing with specific territorially defined heritage, would allow for the identification of privileged networks of circulation and a larger analysis of the question of cultural transfers in Europe, highlighting the specific role of “ambassador objects”. A particular case of this are mobile museums that appeared in the middle of the twentieth century, but have proliferated alongside the effort to expand the perimeter of the traditional Museum by using mobile structures (the temporary pavilions of the Serpentine Gallery since 2000 or of the Center Georges Pompidou for example).

The first museums were filled with numerous copies, intermingling with spolia and fragmented works, reassembled or recomposed for pedagogical purposes. Later the copies became unworthy of the museum. But the museum...
remains always a work place and source of livelihood for many of the more modest workers in the world of art. The production of copies was a quasi industrial activity in museums in the nineteenth century, taking on different forms, sometimes in response to outside demand, sometimes at the initiative of the institution itself, carried out by the services of printing and plaster copy workshops81 and later through the means of prints and photographic reproduction until the arrival of digital imagery.82

By examining the museum as a place for the reproduction of images and objects it is related to the renewed field of studies devoted to the market, to intellectual property laws, to techniques of reproduction. The production of copies and their dissemination is the most obvious sign of the museum’s productivity. A long tradition of catalogue publication began with the creation of the first museums, as numerous artists and scholars worked to illustrate the quality of its resources. The painter Samuel Morse’s initiative to reproduce the entirety of the major masterpieces in the Louvre, in order to establish an art school and the basis of solid connoisseurship in the United States, is perhaps the most significant example of the hopes that were placed in the potential of the reproduction of the museum piece.

In the particular case of print sellers of the famous Goupil merchant house in Paris and its branch sale rooms throughout Europe and across the Atlantic, the reproductions on sale were displayed in spaces modeled after the Salon carré in the Louvre, giving an official and museumlike allure to the exhibition and sale of their copies. The copies reassure as to the value of the originals, they even produce the aura of the original according to the sociological reading influenced by the school of Bruno Latour83, thus inverting the theory developed by Walter Benjamin according to whom the art work had lost its particular aura with the age of technical reproductibility.84 But these processes of dissemination of objects and images due to the activity of museums themselves – as owners and guardians – are related to the negotiation of legal constraints and technical issues of reproduction. One difficulty, varying from country to country is the question of copyright and its evolution (as Katie Scott described it in France85). It is connected to that of the representation of authenticity and the quality of the museum object compared to market objects and family or private objects in a dialogue between the regulation of the copy on the market and the protection of the museum’s property.

The work of the museum is an internal one of recording, preservation and conservation, of study and publication but also of the organization of the reproduction of the object for pedagogical and commercial ends. It includes orchestrating explicative narratives that orientate the interest to be invested in the object. The object’s final creation so to speak is the narrative that the expert or the visitor produces as a reaction to his encounter and engagement with the object in the museum context.86 During the nineteenth century all of the amateurs of the museum world tried to understand how the contemplation of art works might impact on the visitor and how museums might weigh in on the balance of public taste and develop certain competencies.87 In a similar vein to the question of public literacy, enquiries considered how to mould character, reform taste, inspire a sense of emulation and
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elevate minds. The literature dedicated to the question of persuasion is of interest here, as art history has often been defined as a form of conversation: the presentation of its results is the result of museum’s power. Medical and psychological observations concerning the senses showed how vision gives rise to sympathies, attachments and benevolence towards art and its industries. However a certain apprehension of misuse also appeared, about some of the possible misappropriations of museums by the masses at the end of the century.

An extraordinary number of novels, poems, plays devoted to this topic over the course of the nineteenth century were complemented by various forms of criticism about curiosity and art collecting, in particular artist monographs, biographies and necrologies, as well as collector’s own writings, such as autobiographies and correspondence. Such writings are seminal in the creation of the collection, private but open to a public, as a social type in popular imagination. As with visual imagery, an iconography of the collection “painted in words” is essential to understand the emergence of the museum as a public figure. It forms a central theme in the reflection of the 1880s to the 1940s, a period when a kind of horizon of expectations in terms of the correct way to envisage the museum visit was being formulated. This literature concerning the power of art as persuasion must be replaced in the context of the discussion concerning questions of taste and moral recommendations that can be found in a variety of formats – travel diaries, biographies, sermons. During the XXth century the new medium of cinema, after the photography, created a new visibility and attachment for new museum pieces, one example being Carlos Vilardebo’s documentary La petite cuillère, 1966, about a choice of Egyptian spoons of Petit Palais and Louvre Museums, which created a new interest for the quality of these little pieces beyond the specialists’ world and connoisseurship.

The challenge for the historian, to take up the expression of Neil Harris, is to consider the museum experience like “a constant negotiation of values and meanings”. In this way, visitor practice must be conceived of as a social experience, and moreover as a political, aesthetic, and moral one, that is not without possessing an element of ritual magic, combining leisure, work and self-accomplishment. The idea of an attachment for the objects is orchestrated and represented in the literature that is at once descriptive and prescriptive (guides, autobiographies, narratives of visits, catalogues, curator’s literature, etc). From the nineteenth century onwards, the museum visit is regulated by a new set of behavioural imperatives – self control, attentiveness, silence and immobility – all of these characteristics differentiate the visit from older practices – as has been similarly observed in relation to other forms of entertainment and public spectacles be it in the theatre or elsewhere. There were also differences between types of visitors; in some instances visitors belonging to the elite were allowed to touch the objects, behaviour that was justified and considered as correct, however the same gestures were forbidden and considered as illegitimate when attempted by lower social categories of visitors. The development of city leisure time, in the form the flâneur

strolling and taking in the shop window displays also had its influence on the development of a specific kind of museum gaze.\(^96\) But no less so did the caricatures and humoristic images that abounded in more or less specialized revues and the press, contributing to the establishment of interpretative models and rules of behaviour that in certain cases prove that the representation of the visit became an genre that did not necessarily faithfully reflect the reality of the visit but was rather the expression of imaginary and virtual possibilities.

The last two centuries tell of the triumph of the museum, as collections of displaced objects, sometimes restituted but always somehow appropriated. These foundations and metamorphoses of collections have taken entirely new legal, rhetorical and iconographical forms and at the same time they have incarnated the modern institution of culture. From this point of view, the boundaries between the private and the public, so fundamental to the process of the elaboration of the Nation-State and its representation of the heritage of an imagined community\(^97\), have always been negotiated. They are at the heart of a complex process of adjustments as expressed in a multiplicity of ideological, political, social and cultural debates – and intimately expressed by details of the displays of things.\(^98\) The image of the “good collector”, as well as the black legend of the museum, were thus forged in a dialogue with public establishments pointing to the philanthropic values of the ideal scholar, whilst the knowledge from the market has provided indispensable collaboration for the study, the exhibition and significance of the pieces.
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